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To: HOUSING COMMITTEE 

From: DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 

AGENDA ITEM No. ..d2 ..... 

Subject: OLD M O N I W D  - ESTATE 
REGENERATION 

NORTH LANARI(SH1RE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Date: 21 November 1996 I Refi GSW/EM/JM/7 
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Introduction 

Reference is made to previous reports which outlined future options for the 
regeneration of Old Monldand. 

The purpose of this report is to seek authority to undertake additional 
measurers necessary to progress the option appraisal and maintain estate 
management standards within the area. 

Background 

The undernoted options are currently being investigated as potential long 
term solutions to the housing and environmental problems within the 
estate: 

Option 1 : 

Option 2 : 

Option 3 : 

Option 4 : 

Option 5 : 

Remodelling, refurbishment and selective demolition. 

Selective demolition and sale of ground to developers for 
low-cost home ownership. 

Stock transfer to a housing association. 

Combination of options 1 2 and 3. 

Transfer of stock to a Local Housing Company and the 
potential use of Private Finance Initiative. 

Tenant Consultation 

Discussions around the above options have taken place with the local 
member, Councillor Maginnis, and committee members from the Tenants’ 
Association recently created to represent the people of Old Monldand. 
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3.2 It is now proposed to form a Management Group comprising the following 
members: 

local member 
tenants 
Housing officials 
police 
Social Work Department 
schools 
Chief Executive’s Department 
Scottish Homes 

3.3 It is hoped that the Management Group will enable local people to take an 
active role in shaping the future of their neighbourhood and at the same 
time provide the Council with an effective consultation framework to 
inform future policy for Old Monkland. 

3.4 The remit of the Management Group is likely to include the following: 

0 

0 provide feedback on options; 
a agree strategy with partners; 
0 

identify problems and priorities for action; 

promote strategy and encourage support from other agencies and the 
local community; 
monitor implementation of projects and liaise with agencies involved. 

4 Allocation of Empty Houses 

4.1 Committee will recall that authority was previously given to stop allocating 
empty houses within the heart of the estate in anticipation of the need to 
decant tenants for either refurbishment or demolition. 

4.2 Feedback from tenants so far has indicated support for radical treatment for 
the area and in order to maintain maximum flexibility, permission to hold 
all empty houses within the 3 , 4  and 5 storey bloclcs is now sought. 

4.3 The additional addresses are as follows: 

0 1-10 Beech Court 
0 1-10 Pine Court 
0 1 - 10 Poplar Court 
a 1 - 10 Maple Court 
0 1-9 Trafalgar Court 
0 1 - 1 6 Ailsa Road 

a 1 - 10 Fir Court 
0 1 - 10 Spruce Court 
0 1 - 10 Sycamore Court 
a 17-48 Birch Court 
0 2-9 Waterloo Court 
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Local Housing Management 

The Area Housing Office has responded to the problems of vandalism and 
low demand from waiting list applicants by increasing the number of 
Housing Officers worlung in the area and by maximising the presence of the 
estate caretaking service. It is likely however that as more houses become 
empty, the pressure on the limited estate caretaking service will increase. It 
is therefore proposed to  intensify estate caretalung by the employment of an 
additional 2 estate caretakers to ensure that closes, back courts and open 
spaces are maintained to an acceptable standard. 

On completion of the preferred regeneration option, a review of the 
caretaking service will be undertaken which may result in caretakers being 
re-deployed to another area if appropriate. It should be noted that the 
additional 2 caretakers can be contained within existing budget provision. 

In addition, it is also the intention to create a local office within the estate 
which will not only act as a focus for the progression of the refurbishment 
project, but will also provide access to a full range of housing services at a 
local level, eg: repairs, allocations, estate management. Financial provision 
has already been made within the capital programme to develop this 
approach within Central District. The estimated cost of providing such a 
facility is €20,000 and this can be contained within existing budgets. It is 
proposed to utilise one of the empty flats, the local Repairs Depot or the 
existing office accommodation at Woodside Street for this purpose. 

Progressing Options 

Options for the future of Old Monldand have previously been outlined at 
paragraph 2.1 of this report. 

In order to progress the options outlined, an in-depth option appraisal will 
be required to assess both the financial and legal issues, particularly in 
relation to stock transfer to a Local Housing Company which as yet is 
uncharted. Given the current pressures and worldoad to be addressed 
within the department, it is going to be almost impossible to produce a brief 
for market testing within the timescale required to progress this project. It 
is therefore proposed to invite a range of consultants, with the necessary 
expertise, to submit quotes for the appraisal work and the development of a 
model for Old Monldand, which will also be applicable to other areas in the 
future. 

As the project progresses, it is likely that the services of a Tenant Adviser 
will be required to provide tenants with independent advice in relation to 
the options available to them. It is therefore intended to seek quotations 
from various Tenant Advisory bodies including the Tenant Advisory Service 
(TIS) which will be evaluated and reported to a future Housing Committee. 
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The results of the consultants’ quotations will be assessed and reported to a 
future Housing Committee. 

Recommendations 

Committee is asked to note the contents of this report and approve the 
following: 

0 Cease re-letting empty houses in bloclcs detailed at paragraph 4.3 
pending formulation of a regeneration programme. 

0 Recruitment of an additional 2 estate caretakers for Old Monldand to be 
reviewed as the initiative progresses. 

0 Invite quotations from a range of consultants to conduct option 
appraisal, the results of which will be reported to a future Housing 
Committee. 

0 Authorise the officials following consultation with the Management 
Group to male the necessary arrangement to establish an estate-based 
office with the estimated cost of €20,000 being contained within the 
1996/97 capital programme. 

0 Invite Tenant Advisers to submit estimates to provide independent 
advice to tenants which will be evaluated in conjunction with tenants 
and reported back to Committee at a future date. 

Background Information 

Available from the Housing Department. 

Gavin S Whitefield 
Director of Housing 
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